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Abstract

This master thesis describes the design and construction of a prototype for the Moon

House project. The goal was to develop a structural concept which ultimately will allow

a 2×2.5×3 m3 house to be deployed on the surface of the Moon as an art installation.

A 1 to 5 scale model was built and tested. Provided is background information on

lightweight and inflatable technology for space applications. This is then reviewed

together with earlier work related to the Moon House project in order to come up with

a feasible design. The structure consists of a frame made out of plain-weave glass fiber

tape springs. These are joined with plastic connectors and the frame is covered in a

thin rip-stop polyester film. Elastic folds and pin-jointed hinges allow the structure to

be folded, thus reducing its stowed volume. Deployment of the house is achieved with

a combination of pressurization and elastically stored strain energy in the tape springs

from folding of the structure. The tape springs have been tailored using specific lay-up

and geometry to achieve an efficient folding scheme. The final structure was designed

in Solid Edge and connectors were 3D-printed in plastic material. Deployment tests

have been performed with partial success. Points of improvement have been identified

and recommendations are made for future work.

Sammanfattning

Detta examensarbete behandlar design och konstruktion av en prototyp för Månhus-

projektet. Målet var att ta fram ett strukturellt koncept för en stuga med dimensionerna

2× 2, 5× 3 m3 som skall kunna veckla ut sig själv på månens yta. En modell i skala 1

till 5 byggdes och testades. Rapporten innehåller bakgrundsinformation om olika kon-

struktioner, uppblåsbara och utfällningsbara, för rymdapplikationer. Detta utvärderas

sedan, tillsammans med tidigare arbete relaterat till projektet, mot kravspecifikationer,

för att ta fram en ny design. Resultatet är en struktur bestående av s.k. “Tape springs”

tillverkade i vävd glasfiber. De olika elementen kopplas samman med skarvar av plast.

Detta utgör en ram, som sedan kläds med tunn rip-stop polyester. Elastiska veck

kombinerat med mekaniska gångjärn gör att strukturen kan packas ihop till en min-

dre volym. Utfällning av strukturen möjliggörs med en kombination av trycksättning

och elastiskt lagrad energi från den påtvingade vikningen. Genom att variera lami-

natens egenskaper och geometri fås strukturella element som ger ett effektivt vikn-

ingsschema. Strukturen togs fram med hjälp av Solid Edge ST6 och plastskarvarna

3D-printades. Test av utfällningen har gjorts med delvis lyckade resultat. Problem och

potentiella förbättringar har identifierats och rekommendationer ges för fortsatt utveck-

ling av konceptet.
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Glossary

CFRP Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic.

FE Finite Element.

JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

MLI Multi-layered insulation blanket.

PLA Polylactic acid or polylactide.

SSC Swedish Space Corporation.

ULA United Launch Alliance.
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1.1. THE MOON HOUSE PROJECT

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Moon House Project
The artist, painter and entrepreneur Mikael Genberg was born 1963 in Västerås. He is

the creator of several publicly known projects such as the Otter Inn and Genberg Un-
derwater Hotels, many of them with the typical Swedish rural red cottage as a motive

or inspiration. In 1999, hearing about the upcoming launch of the lunar orbiter called

SMART-1, Mikael had an idea. Why not put a red house on the moon? What would it

mean and what would the effect be? A ball was set in motion. The company Luna Re-

sort AB was formed and a long process was started which would lead to years of gath-

ering support, searching for funding and meeting with people from all different kinds

of institutions and companies. A support group called Hemliga Sällskapet (english:

Secret Society) was formed in 2003 which later changed named to Månhusets Vänner

(english: Friends of the Moonhouse). This group consisted of politicians, company

representatives, scientists, engineers and other people who shared Mikael’s vision. The

project could be the greatest art installation in human history (see Figure 1.1) and at

the same time put Sweden on the map as a country of innovation and with leading

space industry capabilities. The house could potentially unite and inspire people from

all over the world and also increase the technological interest of the youth [Lif, 2008].

In 2004, funding allowed the Swedish Space Corporation, SSC, to conduct a pre-study

[Swedish Space Corporation, 2008] which was finished in 2008. The report contained

an analysis of the various aspects and of the mission such as landing technology and

choice of landing site, but not so much on the design of the house itself. The high

level requirements that were identified treated all aspects of the mission that would

have to be fulfilled to make it successful from both a technological but also from a

public relations perspective. Deploying hardware on the surface of the moon would be

a challenge in itself, but all would be in vain unless the final result could be communi-

cated to the public in an intriguing and including way. The report from SSC deemed

the project feasible. In 2009, as PR for the project, a red house was put on the top of

the Globe Arena in Stockholm, Sweden, Figure 1.2. Due to financial reasons technical

work slowed down after 2009. Focus has shifted towards crowd funding and using, a

commercial provider to transport and deploy the house on the lunar surface. In order to

continue a prototype demonstrator of the house is needed and that is where this thesis

work comes in.
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1.2. DEPLOYABLE AND INFLATABLE SPACE TECHNOLOGY

Figure 1.1: Visual rendering of the house deployed on the lunar surface. Image from

www.themoonhouse.com.

Figure 1.2: Red house on top of the Swedish Globe Arena. Image from http://sv.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Globen

1.2 Deployable and Inflatable Space Technology
The term Gossamer Structures can be defined as a ultra-low-mass inflatable or expand-

able structure [Jenkins, 2001] It is usually made up of a membrane structure inflated

by pressurisation with gas and then rigidized by some means allowing the structure to
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1.2. DEPLOYABLE AND INFLATABLE SPACE TECHNOLOGY

preserve its shape when de-pressurized. Given the high cost of delivering every kilo-

gram of payload to space and the limited volume available in today’s launcher systems

an expandable or inflatable structure may be very beneficial depending on the appli-

cation. For example the Ariane 5 [ArianeSpace, 2011] has a payload fairing with a

cylindrical length of about 10.1 m and a diameter of 4.6 m. The largest ULA launcher,

the Delta IV-H, has a fairing with a cylindrical length of about 13.4 m and a diameter

of 5.1 m. [United Launch Alliance, 2014]. As a comparison the James Webb Space

Telecope [NASA, 2014], with a lifecycle estimated cost of $8.835B and planned to

launch on the Ariane 5, has a sun shield the size of about a tennis court (25 × 11 m2).

This demonstrates the length and volume saving and the importance of reliable and

high performance expandable or inflatable space structures.

Why using deployable or inflatable technology for the Moon House?

The cost associated with space flight and the limits in mass and volume de-

mands using inflatable or deployable technology. To realize this project a struc-

tural concept needs to be developed which offers a low-cost, fully automated

and a reliable way of deploying the house on the lunar surface.

The following sections will treat some of the history and current state-of-the-art

regarding deployable or inflatable space technology. The material is not com-

plete and much more information and examples can be found using the pro-

vided references. The goal of these sections are to give the reader an overview

of some of the relevant aspects and methods and how these relate to the Moon

House project.

1.2.1 Noteworthy Historic Missions
Pioneering in the 50s and 60s The history of inflatable goes back to the late 1950s

when Goodyear Corporation developed concepts for an Inflatable Search Radar An-

tenna consisting of a foldable truss structure.[Jenkins, 2001] They also experimented

with a Radar Calibration Sphere consisting of a number of hexagonal pieces stitched

together and coated with metal to create a high RF-reflecting sphere when inflated.

NASA successfully deployed the experimental ECHO 1 and 2 balloons on orbit where

they stayed for years serving as a test bed for passive space communication. These

where made out of the polyester material Mylar coated in aluminium.[Mission and

Spacecraft Library JPL, 2014]

Space Shuttle Experiments in the 90s The company L’Garde Inc started in 1971,

has established itself as one of the leading companies in inflatable space technology

with many experiments. One was the IAE (Inflatable Antenna Experiment) [Freeland,

1997] launched in 1996. It demonstrated a (partially) successful deployment of inflat-

able Kevlar support struts and also a reflector with relatively high surface precision.

The RIGEX [Cooper, 2009] mission in 1996 demonstrated stowage, deployment and

rigidization of a cylindrical inflatable carbon fiber boom. This setup with multiple

scale-model booms was flown inside a canister mounted in the Space Shuttle payload

bay. The booms were heated above the composite resin glass transition temperature al-

lowing them to be deployed. Once inflated they were cooled down in order to rigidize.

The whole process was monitored and filmed. In addition the whole experiment was

returned to earth for post-flight inspection.
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1.2. DEPLOYABLE AND INFLATABLE SPACE TECHNOLOGY

Human-rated inflatables During the 90s NASA worked on inflatable habitats for

future human missions and later for use on the ISS instead of the conventional mod-

ules. When this was cancelled by the US congress, Bigelow Aerospace was created

and took over some of the patents. In 2006 and 2007 they launched two successful

orbiting prototypes, Genesis I and Genesis II. A cylindrical ISS compatible module

called BEAM is scheduled for launch in late 2015. There is also development for the

future BA330 module, measuring 13.7 meters in length and with a 6.7 meters radius

when inflated [Bigelow Aerospace, 2014].

(a) The ECHO 2 ballon. Image Credit NASA (b) Inflatable Antenna Experiment (IAE) Image

Credit NASA

1.2.2 Rigidization
The volumetric benefits of using deployable or inflatable structures is countered by the

difficulties associated with controlling the deployment phase and ensuring the struc-

ture is capable of carrying all the required loads. Once a structure has been inflated

(or deployed by other means) it usually has to be rigidized in order to carry loads

and/or preserve its shape. For any mission with a relatively long duration relying on

the gaseous pressure may be hard since it is extremely difficult to prevent leaks from

occurring due to vacuum outside or space debris punching holes. Carrying extra infla-

tion gas for refill implies mass penalties. During 50+ years of research (and to some

extent full-scale testing) in this area a number of more or less promising techniques

have been established. They all have different characteristics with respect to structural

performance, process control and stowage/handling. In this section a summary of the

alternatives is provided based on the reviews [Jenkins, 2001] and [Schenk et al., 2014].

Thermal curing Early work on thermal curing composites was conducted by the

U.S. Air Force in the 1960s. The aim was to create structures that could be cured us-

ing solar radiance but low shelf life (in order of days) of the materials proved to be

limiting. In the 1990s the company ILC Dover explored curing by internal heating

and managed to enhance the shelf life to up to six years. Thermosetting composites

typically provide high stiffness and strength. Curing energies needed are quite high

(around 10 W/m2). Active embedded heating offers more control of the process but

adds mass and increases spacecraft power requirements. Regardless of heating process

a MLI is required in order to keep the structure from curing prematurely. Thermal
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1.2. DEPLOYABLE AND INFLATABLE SPACE TECHNOLOGY

curing is an irreversible process. This is beneficial given the rigidization is successful

but limits the scope of applications and requires careful handling and storage prior to

mission deployment.

Ultra-violet curing This irreversible process is similar to thermal curing but uses

UV-energy (250 to 380 nm wavelengths) instead. The required laminate transparency

excludes high performance fibers such as graphite. Additional reduction in transmis-

sion comes from the polymer film that is usually required for inflated structures. This

introduces problems with process control, curing time and structural performance. Ad-

vantages are long storage life and low outgassing.

Glass transition Thermoplastics are polymers which undergo a second-order transi-

tion above a certain temperature Tg (Glass Transition Temperature) and become rub-

bery and flexible. The process is reversible and the transition temperature can be tai-

lored by choosing a specific polymer. The stiffness is generally lower than thermoset-

ting resins and care must be taken to keep the structure well below Tg once deployed.

Gas and vapor curing This technique works by having a material which reacts with

a catalyst gas or vapor. It was also investigated during the 1960s and many different

types of resins and catalysts have been proposed which makes it flexible in terms of

material selection. A thin laminate thickness is needed in order for the catalyst to prop-

erly react. Other issues are difficult ground handling and the risk of out-gassing of

hazardous catalysts.

Boil-off This approach is based on adding a solvent or plasticizer to the structure

which is then contained in a favorable environment with high pressure and humid-

ity. Once deployed the softener component is allowed to evaporate thus rigidizing the

matrix. Much work was done in the early days of space exploration by the U.S. Air

Force and NASA Langley Research Center. With todays harder restraints on outgassing

this technique is not as attractive any more. Outgassing can result in over 15% mass

loss which is not tolerable. Also compatibility with high performance fibres such as

graphite is low.

Foam rigidization On of the benefits with foam it that it can be used both as rigidiz-

ing material and inflation medium. Unfortunately the strength and stiffness does not

compare well with composite materials. Foam can be used as a two-component medium,

catalyzing when mixed, but also be solvent based and thus reacting when exposed to

vacuum. JPL together with Mitsubishi have also been experimenting with shape mem-

ory foams that can be heated, packed and cooled. Once reheated they regain their

original shape. In general, foams have not been found to have any particular benefits.

This together with the limited structural performance and issues with uniform filling

and outgassing has left the technique unused.
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1.2. DEPLOYABLE AND INFLATABLE SPACE TECHNOLOGY

Metal laminate stretching This is the most explored and tested technique with her-

itage back to the NASA Echo and Explorer programs. The structure is a laminate

consisting of metal (typically aluminum) and some polymeric film such as Mylar or

Kapton. The polymer acts as a pressure barrier, providing flexibility and tear resistance

while the metal is load carrying. During inflation the structure is over-pressurized. This

stretches the aluminum to its plastic deformation range and thus strain-hardening the

material and removing wrinkles and creases, thereby increasing the strength locally and

globally. Since the polymer is still in its elastic range the laminate will be pre-stressed

in compression which decreases the load carrying capacity in that direction. This can

be counteracted to an extent by having a high ratio of metal to polymer in the laminate.

Table 1.1: Trade-off table for rigidization techniques

TECHNIQUE STRENGTH SPEED CONTROL REQ. EN-
ERGY

REVERSIBLE STORAGE

Thermal GOOD GOOD FAIR GOOD BAD FAIR

UV FAIR FAIR FAIR FAIR BAD GOOD

Gas GOOD FAIR BAD GOOD BAD ?

Glass Tg FAIR GOOD GOOD FAIR GOOD GOOD

Boil-off ? ? BAD GOOD BAD BAD

Foam BAD ? BAD GOOD BAD BAD

Metal stretch GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD FAIR GOOD

Application to the Moon House

Table 1.1 shows a summary of the capabilities of the various rigidization tech-

niques. The only one with satisfactory performance and actual flight time is

the metal stretch method which in turn is best suited for spherical or cylindrical

shapes where the stresses and strains are uniform. The conclusion is that with

current technology readiness levels none of the above techniques are applicable

for the Moon House project. An alternative mechanical rigidization technique

must be used.

1.2.3 Packaging and Folding Techniques
The chosen method for packing/folding of an inflatable or deployable structure is dic-

tated by a number of important aspects. Packing efficiency can be expressed in volume

or length as the ratio of the deployed state relative to the stowed. Important considera-

tions are stored strain energy, ventability (ability for trapped residual air to escape) and

predictability of the deployment path.

Z-folding The Z-fold is one of the simplest fold schemes. The IAE mission [Free-

land, 1997] led to some good lessons learned with inflatables, especially folding. The

Z-folding of the struts did now allow for an even pressurization of the structure. This

led to the separate regions between folds to inflate “one by one” and then suddenly

“snapping” causing a very unpredictable behaviour with fast dynamics. A potential

solution to this problem was proposed by [Katsumata et al., 2014]. By using modified

Z-folds the gas would be allowed to slowly bypass and fill up evenly between the folds.
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1.2. DEPLOYABLE AND INFLATABLE SPACE TECHNOLOGY

(a) Z-fold used on RIGEX

expierment [Cooper, 2009] (b) Modified Z-fold. Picture from [Katsumata et al., 2014]

Origami folding In origami folding single layers are folded instead of the whole

structure such as in Z-folding. The folding patterns are usually derived from axial

post-buckling modes. For cylinders the most famous is the Yoshimura pattern. Other

well known patterns are by name the Bellows, Miura and Helical triangle fold.[Schenk

et al., 2014]

Coiling and wrapping For certain types of deployable booms such as STEM, Bi-

STEM or Lenticular (See section 1.3 ), coiling or wrapping can be used. This method

is simple and compact. Together with effective control (described in Section 1.2.4)

the deployment is very predictable. Wrapped booms are usually deployed using stored

elastic energy as in the Mars Express Spacecraft [Mobrem and Adams, 2009]. In that

particular case the boom is not wrapped around itself but rather around the whole space-

craft. A lot of work has been done trying to understand and model the deployment of

of elastic booms and thin shells. Some examples can be found in references [Soykasap,

2009; Seffen and Pellegrino, 1999; Mallikarachchi and Pellegrino, 2014].

Application to the Moon House

For the Moon House some sort of folding or coiling has to be utilized. Surfaces

could be folded according to one of the above origami patterns while structural

members such as rods or pipes can for instance be be Z-folded, wrapped or

coiled.

1.2.4 Deployment Control Methods
Controlling the deployment phase of a foldable or inflatable structure is of utmost im-

portance in order to limit fast dynamics, avoid collisions or minimize loads on the struc-

ture in order to prevent damage or parts getting stuck. Inflation can be controlled by

using compartmentalization, i.e. dividing the volume into several sections, and some-

times using burst pressure disks or valves in order to control the sequence of inflated

volumes inside the structure. Inflation of origami-folded booms can be be controlled

using a columnation device together with a suitable folding scheme. This is a seal disc

mounted on a spring which when inflated fills one region before being “pushed” to the

next allowing the gas to flow into the next region while preventing the structure from
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1.3. TAPE SPRINGS

unfolding by its own stored elastic energy. Another alternative is explored in [Block

et al., 2011] where one uses a lenticular boom with Velcro strips attached between the

coiled layers and an internal inflation bladder. This allows the boom to sequentially un-

coil as the bladder expands and breaks up the Velcro connections. A similar approach

is used by [Schultz et al., 2008] but here the tape spring boom has been manufactured

to be neutrally stable and the deployment energy is supplied by a strip of shape memory

alloy.

Summary of Deployment, Packing and Rigidization Methods

The choice and combination of packing, deployment and rigidization techniques is

dictated by the mission requirements such as speed of deployment, shape tolerance,

reversibility, packing ratio etc. To summarize this chapter some key points of the dis-

cussion part in [Schenk et al., 2014] are provided to get an overview of the status and

challenges of inflatable structures:

• The deployment sequence of inflatables is unpredictable and risky. This can be

enhanced using deployment control systems but with added mass and complex-

ity.

• Rigidization is one of the big challenges in increasing the technology readiness

level of inflatables. Physical or mechanical rigidization has most flight experi-

ence. Chemical alternatives are still much in the research phase.

• Many potential missions include hard tolerances on deployed shape accuracy.

Inflatables technology has not yet matured to fulfil those requirements.

• Physical scaling laws favour stiffness in inflatables for larger structures. With

time the use of these structures may increase as dimensions of space structures

increase. On the other hand inflatables might be the enabling technology for this

to happen, something of a Catch 22.

1.3 Tape Springs

1.3.1 Historic Use
The typical steel tape measure was patented in 1868 [Fellows, 1868] but became widely

used by carpenters first in the beginning of the 20th century, see Figure 1.5. It consists

of a thin metallic shell with a curvature of about 20 mm and subtending angle usually

smaller than 45 degrees. These shells are normally manufactured in their fully extended

state and therefore this is the lowest stable elastic energy state. When transversely

flattened the bending moment of inertia decreases allowing the shell to be coiled and

contained. The properties of tape springs has made them subject to applications in

space structures, especially as booms. Already in 1971, NASA estimated over 1000

booms were flown to date on US spacecraft only, most being made from 0.05 mm

BeCu tape. [Herzl, 1971]. Throughout the years many variants of this type of structural

element, both from metallic and composite materials, have been developed and tested.

They can have open or closed cross-sections and consist of one or several shells that

are joined together or overlapped, Figure 1.6.
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1.3. TAPE SPRINGS

Figure 1.5: Typical steel tape measure and a patent description figure from [Fellows,

1868]

Figure 1.6: Various types of boom elements.

Image from [http://selenianboondocks.com]
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1.3. TAPE SPRINGS

1.3.2 Bi-stability and Neutral Stability
As previously mentioned classical tape springs are in their lowest energy state when

fully extended. This means that various containment and deployment mechanism are

required. These can have substantial power requirements and add mass and complexity

to the spacecraft.

One way of tackling this is by using composite materials. These can be tailored for

the application in mind and are usually characterized by high strength and low thermal

expansion coefficients. With an increased knowledge and better manufacturing tech-

niques they are becoming very attractive. Observations on cured laminates were made

by [Hyer, 1981] and he emphasized that the bending-stretching coupling of asymmet-

rical laminates could, and should, be taken advantage of instead of avoiding it as had

been done up to that point. In 1996, Daton-Lovett discovered the bi-stable composite

shell. [Daton-Lovett, 1996]. By using a specific asymmetric ply lay-up these shells

obtain a secondary stable configuration allowing them to be coiled and remain in that

state without any external force holding them in place. [Iqbal et al., 1998] devised an

analytical framework for asymmetric slit tubes relating principal curvatures to the total

strain energy and later also FE analysis investigating stress distributions and curvatures

[Iqbal and Pellegrino, 2000].

A more general beam model was developed by [Galletly and Guest, 2004a] al-

lowing twist and therefore describing both asymmetrical, symmetrical and isotropic

laminates. This was extended further in [Galletly and Guest, 2004b] where also the

cross-section was allowed to change. The results showed that the extended model

more accurately predicted the position and existence of a second stable configuration

for shells with a small cross-sectional angle. Combining previous models an even more

complete model was developed [Guest and Pellegrino, 2006]. Above mentioned work

on the subject treated different effects and had various degree of detail and accuracy.

This one captured the relevant key effects from the previous models and were able to

analytically express equilibrium and stability conditions using only 2 parameters. An

alternative method for bi-stability was investigated by [Kebadze et al., 2004]. Here

the two stable states had opposite sign on the radius of curvature compared to earlier

mentioned work where they were of the same sign.

Neutral stability By tailoring these thin shells even further it is possible to achieve

what is referred to as neutral stability. This idea was explored by [Murphey and Pelle-

grino, 2004] for composite shells. By merging two laminates of opposite direction and

curvature a neutral tape spring was created. The conclusion was that large deflections

could be achieved with very little control force, although the laminates were very dif-

ficult to manufacture and had a tendency to wrinkle. To overcome this [Schultz et al.,

2008] used another approach. Instead of merging pre-stressed laminates with opposite

curvature they used symmetric +/-45◦ plain weave and a low-stiffness resin. The re-

sults was a spring that would not coil or extend when perturbed sufficiently far away

from the end states. For isotropic metal shells a particular neutral stability was shown

to be achievable using pre-stress by [Guest et al., 2011]. These shells were shown to

be stress-free in multiple coiled configurations, all having the same radius of curvature

regardless of being extended, rolled or in partially twisted into a helix.
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1.3. TAPE SPRINGS

(a) Neutrally stable composite springs with

memory metal actuation. Picture from [Schultz

et al., 2008]

(b) Neutral metal spring in various stable stress

free configurations. Picture from[Guest et al.,

2011]

1.3.3 Moment-Rotation Relationship
The last 15 years a number of efforts have been made trying to model and under-

stand the deployment dynamics of tape springs for various applications. In [Seffen

and Pellegrino, 1999] a 2D analytical model for both coiled and locally Z-folded tape

springs made of isotropic materials was formulated. It was shown that when bending

the tape spring an elastically deformed region is formed with zero transverse and con-

stant longitudinal radius of curvature. In [Yee et al., 2004] expressions for steady and

maximum/minimum restoring moment as a function of the folding angle are derived

for thin plain weave carbon fibre springs. Comparisons were made with experiments

and FE models. Below is a summary of some key conclusions from that paper.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Figure 1.8: Definition of spring in equal sense bending with length L, subtending

angle ψ and fold angle Θ. The transverse radius R and the folding radius r are related

according to equation (1.1).
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The results in [Yee et al., 2004] show that for a tape spring with sufficiently large

subtending angle θ and transverse radius R the folding radius r i given by:

r =

√
D∗

11

D∗
22
R (1.1)

which for plain weave reduces to r = R. The maximum and minimum steady restoring

moments M∗
+ and M∗

− are is given by

M∗
+ =

(√
D∗

11D∗
22 +D∗

12

)
θ

M∗
− =

(−√
D∗

11D∗
22 +D∗

12

)
θ

(1.2)

Figure 1.9 shows a typical moment-angle relationship. As can be seen the extreme

values for moments increase with increasing subtending angle θ. Here D∗
11 and D∗

22

are given by the mixed form of the constitutive equation for a thin plate:

[
N
M

]
=

[
A B
B D

] [
ε0

κ

]
(1.3)

The relationship for the maximum moment Mmax is a little more intricate and will

not be treated here. An example of a typical relationship can be seen in Figure 1.10.

Neglecting the numbers (which are for a specific layup and geometry) we observe

the tendency of increased maximum moment with increasing subtending angle. For

example a spring with 180◦ subtending angle (half pipe) will require a larger moment

to fold than a flat strip.
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Figure 1.9: Typical moment-rotation relationship for a tape spring. The restoring mo-

ment is constant with a peak occurring right before the local fold is created and the

spring snaps. Reconstructed schematic figure from [Yee et al., 2004].

Figure 1.10: Typical maximum moment-curvature relationship. Here Rψ is kept con-

stant. When the subtending angle is zero the spring becomes just a flat strip with lin-

early increasing moment. The larger the subtending angle the larger the peak moment

becomes at a fold transition prior to snapping. Figure from [Yee et al., 2004].
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1.3.4 Relaxation Effects in Tape Springs
Relaxation is the when the stress in a structure decreases with time for a fixed level

of strain. This effect is dependent on time and temperature and the level of stress.

When folding or coiling a tape spring the stored elastic energy will reduce over time.

The practical implication is that tape springs that are not bi-stable or neutrally stable

when manufactured can become so after a period of storage in their folded or coiled

configuration. Bi-stable tape springs can also become neutrally stable due to relaxation.

Using Tape Springs in the Moon House Structure

Composite tape springs offer many great features. They can be coiled, wrapped

or folded. By varying the fiber layup, thickness and cross-sectional geometry

one is able to create structural members with varying properties. Neutral sta-

bility allows for small actuation or deployment forces. This gives more control

without reducing the stiffness once the structure has been deployed.

Another very important aspect is the fact that tape springs offer a self-locking

mechanical hinge.

1.4 Previous Work on the Moon House

1.4.1 Earlier Thesis Work
Earlier efforts of some prototyping and simulation have been made exploring three

different methods of constructing or deploying the Moon House.

Foam Rigidized Frame

In another thesis work [Youness, 2007] a tube construction involving foam rigidization

was explored, Figure 1.11. It showed difficulty of spreading the foam evenly through

the structure. The actual deployment sequence was not treated. Using foam implies

tanks and valves which add cost and complexity. As mentioned in the previous chapter

foam rigidization generally has a very low technology readiness level.

Figure 1.11: Foam injected frame. [Youness, 2007]
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Pop-up Sphere

As part of a course on Innovative Construction, [Kax et al., 2007] developed a concept

with a curved and coiled fiber glass frame covered in thin film. The curved shape

would allow deployment on an uneven lunar surface. With a pyrotechnic cutter two

ring-shaped supports would slide open while four additional roof supports would fling

up allowing the structure to recover from a tipped over position, Figure 1.12. A small

scale model was made together with calculations in order to verify that the mass and

stowed volume would be sufficiently low. The interaction between the frame and the

thin film was never tested.

Figure 1.12: The pop sphere concept. [Kax et al., 2007]

Inflatable Tubes

In [Daurskikh, 2010] focus was put on understanding the simulation of inflating a tube

frame, Figure 1.13. This work focused on the modeling aspect using LS-DYNA. It was

concluded that the geometric complexity together with many surface contact points
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1.4. PREVIOUS WORK ON THE MOON HOUSE

proved difficult in modelling and was very computationally expensive. A detailed

folding scheme was not used but rather two surfaces compressing and flattening the

structure. This type of simulation needs a pre-determined and detailed folding scheme

together with better understanding of the algorithm in order to potentially produce use-

ful results.

Figure 1.13: Compression and simulation of inflated tube structure using LS-DYNA.

[Daurskikh, 2010]

1.4.2 SSC Prototype
In previous work on the structural concept for the Moon House a number of require-

ments and some possible solutions were identified, see Appendix A. This reasoning

and recommendations were made by comparing the geometry and requirements to ex-

isting solutions such as the ones mentioned in Section 1.2, but also earlier thesis work

done on the Moon House project. It showed that it would be difficult to apply existing

space technology in a simple and straightforward way. Quote from [Tibert, 2008] ;

“One of the main difficulties in the design of the Lunar House is that its

structural system is a mix of what Engel [Engel, 1997] calls vector and

section active systems. In other words, the box-like geometry of the House

is such that compression and bending behaviour usually dominate. This

does not mix very well with the very flexible material that is required to

fold and package the House into a small volume. Such flimsy material

is usually used in form active systems, e.g. balloons, which have more

curved geometry.”

Spacecraft booms usually deploy linearly in one dimension. Devices such as solar pan-

els or sun shields feature two-dimensional deployment and sometimes combined with

origami-like folding of the panels. Three-dimensional inflatable structures usually has

spherical, cylindrical or toroidal shapes. They only carry tension load from internal

pressure or in the case of rigidized stretch aluminum, only carries uniform compres-

sion loads to keep its own shape without external loads and in micro-gravity. As to

rigidization, as mentioned earlier, only a mechanical alternative was considered fea-

sible. Physical or chemical alternatives have too low technology readiness level and

generally require control systems in order to prevent premature rigidization and a sat-

isfactory end result.
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1.4.3 Recommended Designs
Two different conceptual designs were recommended by [Tibert, 2008], see Figure 1.14.

They featured a frame of either CFRP tubes with cut-out tape spring hinges or helical

CFRP grid tubes. In both cases the these composite structural element would be cov-

ered in a thin film which would act as the visual outer surface and perhaps also double

as a volume container that could be pressurized for deployment.

Figure 1.14: The two recommended designs proposed [Tibert, 2008]

1.4.4 Prototype Demonstration
In 2007 a variant of the CFRP-tubes design was demonstrated at the first meeting for

the “Friends of the Moon House”. Typical tape springs made out of steel were used

together with rigid aluminum connectors for the joints. The roof and short side walls

were folded once allowing the house to collapse. It was then folded from both ends

along the long side and secured with a remote string cutter. The whole deployment

sequence took about 0.77 seconds and was purely driven by stored elastic energy from

the folded springs, Figures 1.15 and 1.16.
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Figure 1.15: Screen shots from deployment demonstration video. From [Tibert, 2008].
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Figure 1.16: Folding scheme used for the prototype demonstrator displayed in 2007.

From [Tibert, 2008].
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Problems Identified

[Tibert, 2008] noted that the deployment was very rapid and could risk damage to

the structure or the thin film. Additionally the deployment was slightly asymmetrical.

After discussions with Tibert, the following additional problems could be identified

with the current design and folding pattern:

• Rigid corners connectors reduces flexibility and makes stowing difficult.

• No sequencing i.e. deployment in X,Y and Z direction are allowed simultane-

ously.

• Folding is only done in 2 dimensions.

• The package is not self-orienting. Risk of deploying upside down.

• Interaction with thin film visual surface is not included.

These were used as starting points for developing a new structural concept in this the-

sis.
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Chapter 2

Design and Structural Concept

2.1 Requirements, Limitations and Design Strategy

2.1.1 Thesis Goal and Requirements
With the lessons learned from previous work as starting points the following was de-

cided as the goal for this thesis work:

• Evaluate and identify problems with earlier work and especially the SSC proto-

type.

• Develop a structural concept and construct a scale model with as full functional-

ity as possible.

The key requirements for the design are based on the SSC report [Swedish Space Cor-

poration, 2008] and Figure A.1 and include amongst other:

• Self-orienting stowed package.

• Simple and reliable deployment and rigidization technology

• Deployed dimension 2× 2.5× 3 m3 with a 45 degree roof.

The decision was made to try and further develop the previous tape spring prototype.

This was going to be accomplished by focusing at the following:

• Implement deployment sequencing to obtain more control and reduce risk of

damage.

• Use a combination of stored elastic energy and inflation.

• Improve folding scheme to increase packing ratio.

• Use composite tape springs to allow more tailoring of mechanical properties.

It was realized, and also suspected even before beginning, that testing of the various

elements separately may be helpful. But due to the complicated geometry, dynamics

and contact mechanics, a complete physical model must be built in order to evaluate

the feasibility of the concept. With limited time and resources a design must be found,

frozen, and built to completion in order to be able to be evaluated. Detailed study or
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optimization of subsystems would not be possible and would not benefit the project

at this stage as it would only lead to more pages in reports and less physical models.

By constructing a scale model this could be accomplished with regards to available

working space, time of manufacturing and cost.

2.1.2 The Modeling Challenge and Other Limitations
The various requirements and the chosen design approach results in a structure consist-

ing mainly of thin composite tape springs combined with also a thin and very flexible

film. Both these main elements will have a lot of contact and friction. Modeling or

simulating that kind of a structure with large deflections, non-linear and anisotropic

materials is very difficult. With this in mind an empirical and experimental approach

using a scale model would provide a much faster and easier starting point in order to

find a feasible design. In order to accomplish the project goal within time and with

limited resources some other limitations were necessary:

Materials

Previous work [Ekelöw, 2014] related to tape springs offered, at the time of the thesis

being made, in-house experience with manufacturing thin glass-fiber composite tape

springs from woven, plain-weave, epoxy-based prepreg. Utilizing this meant being

able to quickly manufacture, integrate and test these components in the structure. Di-

mensions and mechanical properties were therefore limited to what could be manufac-

tured using this type of material and technique, section 2.8. The thin film envisioned for

a final flight version will need to be space graded and also have the visual quality and

color that the project demands. For this prototype more available and less expensive

materials were considered.

Scaling, Sizing and Environment

Working with scale model in earth gravity and without capability of simulation vacuum

or extreme temperatures of course means that detailed dimensioning or optimization

of the structure is difficult, especially when also numerical or analytical modelling is

not straightforward. This is something that would be more natural to tackle once a

promising concept has been found and is outside the scope of this work. A rather crude

relative dimensioning of the composite tape springs was made according to the theory

in described in section 1.3. With a baseline geometry of the tape springs these were

then altered depending on their position within in the structure. This will be clarified

in section 2.8.

2.2 Deployment Sequence
The starting point for the design is a traditional, fully populated, house frame with rigid

connectors in each corner, see Figure 2.1. This frame is quite stiff and quite easy to

dress with a thin-film surface but it is not optimized for simple folding. The choice

was nevertheless to investigate if, and how, it could be folded in the most efficient

way. If successful or not, this would provide insight as to what aspects that are most

challenging and what can be changed to improve the design. The reasoning was that it

would be easier to start with something that has the correct deployed shape and try to

fold it efficiently rather than doing the opposite.
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Figure 2.1: Examples of suggested frame geometry from [Tibert, 2008]. Selected frame

is highlighted in top left corner.

Folding scheme
Looking at the deployment in reversed order (stowing) the following steps are per-

formed:

1: Two of the 45 degree roof members are folded 180 degrees allowing the roof to

pivot down and flatten, Figure 2.2.

2: The vertical wall members fold once (in X or Y direction) allowing the whole

roof to collapse into the same plane as the floor, Figure 2.2.

3A: The roof and floor is folded or rolled together first in the X-direction and then

the Y-direction a number of times, Figure 2.3.

3B: The roof and floor is folded or rolled together first in the Y-direction and then the

X-direction a number of times, Figure 2.3.

This scheme is similar to the SSC demonstrator with the difference that it allows fold-

ing/rolling in both X and Y-direction whereas the original concept only allows fold-

ing/rolling in one of those directions. The difference between 3A and 3B (and how

many folds are allowed for the last dimension) is related to how the vertical wall sup-

ports are stowed and also the interface between the supporting structure and the thin

film. This will be clarified in section 2.7.

Figure 2.2: Stowing sequence. Roof and walls fold allowing the shape to first become

a box and then to collapse to a “plate”.
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Figure 2.3: Stowing sequence continued. The “plate” is folded or rolled in both the X

and the Y-direction.

Self-orientation
What is of utmost importance is that the folding scheme enables the stowed package

to be self-orienting. This greatly reduces the complexity of placing the house correctly

on the surface of the moon. One suggested method is using a variable spring-loaded

sled mounted on the landing vehicle. From this the package can be ejected to land on a

desired spot where it then deploys. Referring to Figure 2.3 the intended stowed shape

is that of a cylinder folded once around its half length. Assume the mass is evenly

distributed between the ends of this cylinder and that there is enough friction between

the package and the ground surface. Outer dimensions in Y are larger than X and Z.

Given that the surface is hard enough the package will then be oriented with its Y-axis

almost parallel to the ground after being ejected or dropped from a lander vehicle. As

long as the package is rolled or folded in one consecutive direction it will always be

deployed in the right orientation.

Deployment Energy and Sequencing
The energy needed to perform the deployment in each direction (X, Y, Z) can be elas-

tically stored or provided by any other external source such as motors or air pressure

by inflation. Out of the possible combinations, Table 2.1, the fully elastic option was

Table 2.1: Different deployment schemes

# X Y Z COMMENT

A elastic elastic elastic Bad control, hard to sequence

B inflation inflation inflation

C elastic elastic inflation

D elastic inflation inflation

E inflation elastic inflation

F inflation inflation elastic Not enough energy Z-direction

G inflation elastic elastic Not enough energy Z-direction

H elastic inflation elastic Not enough energy Z-direction

discarded due to lack of control. This was also demonstrated with the SSC prototype as

mentioned earlier. Using elastic energy in any combination for the Z-direction has not

been exploited further due to the above reason and also the fact that this would require

a lot of energy to be stored. This results in very stiff and less flexible members. Dis-

regarding fast dynamics of course it could be possible to use fully elastic deployment

and sequencing with the help of for example remote string cutters or other devices to

restrict motion in certain direction. But with the goal of a simple, slower and more

controlled process this was not explored any further. Additionally a motorized solution
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would add unwanted complexity, cost, risk and mass. The resulting combinations to

consider involve using inflation or elastic energy to deploy in X and Y and inflation to

deploy in the Z-direction.

2.3 Floor
A natural starting point was looking into how the structure would deploy in the X and

Y-directions. Two similar approaches were investigated, one with discrete folding lines

only and another one with combined folds and a more continuous rolling/coiling.

2.3.1 Folded Type Floor
The idea is that the floor will act as a double walled protective outer casing for the

whole house when stowed. Once deployed on the surface it will first unfold once or

twice in the Y-direction, Figure 2.4, and then sequentially unfold in the X-direction,

Figure 2.5, as the air travels in a zig-zag pattern through the channels. This is achieved

by using air-tight channels, Figure 2.6. A number of floor designs were tested in order
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Figure 2.4: First unfold

�

�

�

Figure 2.5: Second unfold

to investigate the behavior of a double sided thin-film being unfolded. The channel

width D and passage width d are of importance to ensure reliable deployment. D
determines the packing length ratio for the Y-direction and is governed by the size of

all collapsed structure along the X-axis on the short side. This was kept constant such

that L/D = 10. Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 shows an inflation test of a 750× 500 mm2

and 0.2 mm thick PE-film with D = 90 mm and d = 200 mm.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of gas canal layout and weld seam.

Figure 2.7: Inflated deployment of floor.

Observed factors that affect the inflation process except from channel geometry are

gas pressure, mass flow, friction (film-film and film-surface). Since the air was supplied

by an ordinary bicycle pump there was very little control over pressure and mass flow.

Efforts were made to slowly inflate the volume as to avoid fast dynamics and too high

pressure which can cause rupture. Preferably each passage/section should open up

sequentially only allowing the already opened and the to-be unfolded sections to inflate.

As these two parallel volumes inflate they will be pushed apart causing the non-inflated

parts to rise and fall over. If the upcoming packed sections inflate prematurely the

package will instead expand and get stuck. To avoid this, one relies on the folding

lines to be tight enough and only open up once it is time for the corresponding section

to inflate. Figure 2.8 shows an example of a failed inflation. One possible mitigation

against this is to increase the external surface friction and thus prevent the premature

uncoiling. This can be accomplished by choosing a film with higher outer friction.

Another option would be to use a anti-slip spray coat or adhesive strips.
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(a) Folded type floor fully inflated. (b) Failed Inflation. Roll unwinds and

gets stuck.

Figure 2.8: Folded floor inflation tests.

Making the folding line passage too narrow will result in a too high pressure needed

to open it up. This would mean the section walls need to withstand the higher pres-

sure or risking failure. Conversely making it too wide can increase the possibility of

premature inflation of the upcoming sections.

Abandoning the Folded Floor Type

Further detailed investigation of the folded floor configuration was abandoned

as it became clear that the alternative continuous rolled configuration would

be more reliable and compatible with the embedded structure and corner con-

necting pieces which were designed simultaneously. The next part explains the

rolled type floor and following that is a justification for using this instead.

2.3.2 Rolled Type Floor
The rolled type floor still uses a discrete folding in the Y-direction but is instead rolled

continuously in the X-direction. Using this continuous rolled configuration there is a

possibility to use another, straight layout of the double-wall channels after the package

has been opened in the Y-direction, Figure 2.9. Additionally the rolled configuration

allows for fully elastic deployment with straight gas channels only providing extra

deployment force as a backup.

�

�

�

Figure 2.9: Alternative second unrolling.
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2.3.3 Interaction with Tape Spring Structure
The previous section showed two different ways of deploying the floor along the X-

direction. In this section the interaction with the tape springs and the corner connecting

pieces will be explained and why the rolled floor is a more suitable choice. Folding

walls and flattening the house will cause the top and bottom horizontal springs on the

long side to collapse on top of each other, Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Collapse in Z-direction.

Dilemma 1: Radius of Longitudinal Tape Springs

The natural fold radius of the composite tape springs will largely affect the profile when

trying to roll or fold the house along the X-direction. What is important to remember is

that one does not want to force the tape springs to be folded or rolled in a configuration

that divert largely from their natural fold radius. This stores unwanted extra strain

energy and increases the risk of damage. Since the tape springs should be rigidly

attached to the corners (with preserved cross-sectional shape for maximum deployed

stiffness) there is a transition region, Figure 2.11a, before the tape spring can start to

bend without too high stresses. The original idea was to use tape springs with a small

radius (7 mm) and the folded floor design. When trying to integrate this with the corner

pieces problems arised, see Fig2.12a and 2.11b. Trying to fold the structure as tightly

as possible the transition region together with the dimensions of the corners and radius

of the tape spring led to a triangular instead of an ellipse or flat oval shape. Keeping

the small radius while obtaining a flat oval shape would lead to a much larger transition

zone. This would increase the width of each fold, leading to less folds, and thereby an

unsatisfactory length reduction in the X-direction. Together with the doubtful inflation

test results with the folded floor the choice was to change to a continuously rolled floor.

This was achieved by choosing a tape spring which had a natural fold radius close to

the largest dimension of the two corners pieces together, Fig 2.12b.
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(a) Transition region. (b) Triangular shape created from folding

around structure

Figure 2.11: Transition region and folding of tape spring around corner structure.
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(a) Small radius: triangle shape around

structure.
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(b) Large radius: continuously rolled.

Figure 2.12: Comparison of small and large radius tape spring when folded around

structure.

Dilemma 2: Relative Positioning of Corners

Due to the thickness of the springs and the vertical distance A between them a dif-

ference in sector length B will be encountered when rolling or folding them together.

This difference in length will increase for every fold or revolution and regardless of the

fold radius. If the length of the house is long enough this becomes so large that the

geometric incompatibility becomes noticeable thus hindering the top and bottom short

side springs to stay parallel. To overcome this one can design such that the top corner

is horizontally shifted a distance c outwards, Figure 2.13. With the top and bottom

horizontal springs in the same plane and no matter if rolled or folded they should have

the same natural fold/coil radius. If not, one of them will most likely be forced into a

stowed shape that is not a natural low energy state. That could lead to higher deploy-
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Figure 2.13: Shifting the top corner connector sideways enables horizontal springs to

be in the same plane when the structure is stowed. It also allows the roof to hang out

over the wall giving the house a more realistic look.

ment energy, less reliable unrolling/uncoiling or even damage. What can be changed

though is the thickness and also the subtending angle of the spring cross section. This

will allow the top and bottom to be geometrically compliant when stowed but still

posses different mechanical properties. This will be described more in section 2.8.

2.4 Thin Film Surfaces
As the vertical corner tape springs fold down the thin film has to comply with this.

It is assumed that the long and short walls have to be connected all along the corner

line during folding. This is achieved by using the Accordion fold pattern, Figure 2.14.

This pattern does not have many fold lines but can be repeated in smaller scale to

accommodate an alternative deployment method of the vertical tape springs. If for

instance these would be linearly deployed upwards with a coil, this pattern could still

be used with a higher number of small folds closer together. The material considered

for thin film surfaces was heat-seal enabled Melinex (Mylar, Polyester) for the floor

and rip-stop nylon for the walls and roof, Figure 2.15. The Melinex film is strong and

can easily be welded to create the air channels needed for the floor. This type of film

has mechanical properties which similar to aerospace-graded films such as Kapton or

CP-1. The rip-stop nylon is very tear resistant, comes in many colors, is very light (37

g/m2) and easy to fold tight without permanent damage. Thickness or more detailed

material data was not available for any of these two materials. They were chosen based

on the above mentioned properties and because of their availability and cost.
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Figure 2.14: Accordion corner wall fold. This patterns allows the thin film walls to

fold in the same way as the vertical tape spring support.

(a) Melinex. Transparent and with heat seal

coating on one side.

(b) Rip-stop nylon (comes in many colors).

Figure 2.15: Thin film material used.

2.5 Connection Points
The corner and roof connecting pieces were designed using Solid Edge ST6 and 3D-

printed in PLA material. The material was chosen based on availability and cost. A

quarter of the entire house structure assembly was modeled in order to validate that all

pieces would fit together and that no interference existed.
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Figure 2.16: Quarter symmetry of whole structure modeled in Solid Edge ST6.

The black circles highlight the elastic folds of the tape springs.
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2.5.1 Spring Interface
To connect the springs with the corner pieces two different methods were used, Fig-

ure 2.17. For the horizontal springs cutout-slits were designed with the same dimen-

sions allowing quick and adjustable mounting without any screws. Using a tight slit

also prevents the springs from cross-sectional deformation and thus increases the stiff-

ness. For the vertical and angled roof springs an adapter was made. This allowed the

springs to easily interface with a pin-jointed hinge axis which means more degrees of

freedom and flexibility. The spring side of the adapter has the same radius of curvature

and the springs can be attached using strong tape or adhesive.

(a) Adapter allowing tape spring to be

attached to a hinge axis.

(b) Bottom corner with both hinge

adapter and two thin slit cutouts

(c) Printed versions.

Figure 2.17: CAD-model and resulting 3D-prints of corner component and spring

adapters.

2.5.2 Relative Position of Horizontal Springs
As mentioned in section 2.3.3, the top corners cubes must be made such that when they

collapse on top of the bottom ones all horizontal springs end up in the same plane. How

this has been achieved can be seen in Figure 2.18. The design also allows for the roof

to hang out over the sides of the house giving it a more realistic shape when deployed.

2.5.3 Interface with Thin Film
All the plastic connectors were made with smooth and perpendicular surfaces that

would aid in attaching the thin film and not damaging it. The thin film should be
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2.6. ROOF AND GABLE

Figure 2.18: Close up of corner when house is collapsed. Both top and bottom hori-

zontal springs can be seen located in the same plane which allows for easier rolling.

attached to these surfaces using Velcro or some sort of adhesive. Hinge screws were

counter-bored and effort was made to position these such they would cause the least

interference.

2.6 Roof and Gable
The roof connector piece was designed mainly with three things in mind:

• Place horizontal gable roof spring in the same plane as the floor when stowed.

This makes it geometrically compliant with the horizontal wall springs and aids

in rolling everything along the X-direction.

• Avoid interference with the rest of the structure on the short side

• Minimize length in X-direction of whole short side structure when collapsed.

The roof structure consists of two hinge-mounted tape springs that pivot down and one

of them is also folded once at about a third of its length from the top. This results in

the roof top connector piece being located off-centre when the roof has been collapsed.

The spring that only pivots when collapsing the roof now has to be folded together

with the horizontal spring on the short side. This can be seen in Figure 2.19. Note the

marked region. This region is the most flexible and will be critical in order to realize the

last large fold in the Y-direction that is needed in order to improve the overall folding

scheme of the house structure.
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2.6. ROOF AND GABLE

(a) Roof deployed. Observe top centre tape

spring which is at an angle when the roof is

deployed.

(b) Roof halfway deployed. One tape spring

only pivot and the other pivots and folds.

(c) Closeup of roof connector point. Two springs are attached in slits and the third is on a

hinge adapter

(d) Roof fully collapsed. Observe the marked region with minimum bending stiffness.

(e) Roof fully collapsed. As can be seen all four horizontal springs as well as the roof spring

are located in the same plane close to floor.

Figure 2.19: Folding of the roof.
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2.7. REALIZING THE LAST FOLD

2.7 Realizing the Last Fold
In order to improve the packing ratio one more folding needs to be performed in the

Y-direction after the floor has been rolled up in the X-direction. All structures parallel

to the Y-axis that is located on the short sides therefore needs to comply with this. The

three different elements that are located here are the vertical springs, the horizontal

short side springs and also the associated roof structure. As seen in the previous section

there is an area of minimum stiffness located off-centre on both the short sides. In this

area there are three tape springs that need to be folded once. Two of them, the bottom

short side horizontal spring and one of the roof springs, are located in the same plane

close to the ground. The top horizontal short side spring on the other hand is located

higher up because of the already folded vertical springs. This creates the same type of

geometrical incompatibility as discussed with regards to the horizontal springs for the

long side X-direction, Figure 2.20.

�������	
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Figure 2.20: Schematic over short side structure. Roof and gable structure not shown

here.

Four options were considered to solve this problem:

1. Design such that both springs are located in the upper plane.

2. Design such that both springs are located in the lower plane.

3. Remove the upper or the lower spring

4. Keep both springs and design them with different natural folding radii.

Options 1 and 2, Figure 2.21a, implies some sort of modification of the corner connect-

ing pieces in the same way as was done for the X-direction horizontal springs. This

will probably increase the size of the corners and also introduce difficulty with interface

surfaces for the thin film on the short sides. Option 3 will lead to a substantial reduction

in stiffness and this is not desirable. Additionally the goal is to use a fully populated

frame (all members included) and fold it as efficiently as possible. Option 4 is made

possible by using a bottom spring with a larger natural folding radius, Figure 2.21b.

In this way, both the top and bottom can, despite of their offset, be folded together.

The incompatibility in length can be neglected since it is only one fold. One thing to

remember is that the width of the corner connecting piece is assumed to remain un-

changed. If not, the corner connecting piece would become too large and consequently

reducing the packing ratio. For this reason, with a larger bottom tape spring radius, the

cross section subtending angle must be reduced — leading to a lower stiffness in this

element. Assuming a sufficiently flat ground support surface this might be acceptable

and therefore this solution was chosen.
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2.7. REALIZING THE LAST FOLD
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(a) Alternative 1 and 2. Placing all springs on top or on bottom.
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(b) Alternative 4. Bottom spring with larger radius allows for easy folding.

Figure 2.21: Alternatives for folding of the short side.
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2.7. REALIZING THE LAST FOLD

Figure 2.22: Folding of one of the short sides including roof and gable structure.
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2.8. TAPE SPRING STRUCTURE

2.8 Tape Spring Structure
With the geometry of the house determined the structural members have to be man-

ufactured accordingly. As mentioned before the use of composite materials allows

for tailoring of the properties to a certain extent. Simultaneous work by [Ekelöw,

2014] offered a 1000 mm long male mold with R = 7 mm. This type of mold al-

lowed one piece with 180 degree subtending angle to be manufactured in about 4 hours

including preparation work and oven curing. Since quick prototyping was desired,

the Moon House model was designed using these R = 7 mm tape springs as a base-

line. As discussed in previous sections some members needed a larger radius. For

that purpose, an R = 14 mm male form was also assembled using a hollow aluminum

pipe. The available pre-preg material was plain weave Hexply M77/38%/107P/G. The

nominal weight of this is 107 g/m2. Each ply was measured to be approximately 0.1

mm thick. Once cured the tape spring could then be cut into the correct length and

with a desired subtending angle. Layups available were [±45◦]2 , [±45◦]3 and also

[±45◦, 0◦/90◦,±45◦]. The various structural members in the house frame need to

have certain properties depending on their position.

Vertical wall support

The vertical wall supports are mainly subjected to compression and bending loads.

They need to fold tightly together allowing the house to be collapsed in the Z-direction.

This implies a large subtending angle with a small radius.

Short side horizontal springs

Top side are mainly subjected to tension loads from the roof. The bottom side needs

to be able to withstand bending loads due to an uneven ground surface. As mentioned

in section 2.7 the top and bottom springs need to have different radii. The top needs to

have a small radius while the bottom needs a large radius and therefore cannot have the

same subtending angle.

Long side horizontal springs

Both the top and bottom horizontal springs needs to have a large enough radius to be

able to continuously roll the flattened house along the X-direction.

Figure 2.23: Manufacturing of tape springs. Pre-preg is dressed over male mold and

then cured in oven under vacuum.
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2.9. PRESSURIZED DEPLOYMENT IN Z-DIRECTION

Roof and gable

The top roof spring has to have the same radius as the horizontal X springs. The gables

need to withstand combined compression and bending loads and also fold tightly which

means a small radius is needed.

Table 2.2: Tape springs used for the different parts of the house structure

Position Layup Radius [mm] Angle [deg] Bending mode
Z vertical [±45◦]3 7 180 Same sense

Y top [±45◦]3 7 180 Same sense

Y bottom [±45◦]3 14 90 Same sense

X top/bottom [±45◦]3 14 90 Same sense

Gable pivot [±45◦]2 7 180 Same sense

Gable fold [±45◦]2 7 180 Same sense

Roof top [±45◦]2 14 90 Same sense

2.8.1 Opposite and Same-sense Bending
As shown in section 1.3 the direction of bending affects how large the restoring mo-

ment is. Trying to fold a tape springs in the opposite sense requires a larger maximum

moment before it snaps. In choosing the orientation both the deployment energy and

the static deployed loads must be considered. See Figure 2.24. Regarding neutral sta-

bility, and how this is achieved by relaxation, there is also a difference in the direction

of bending/folding. For the layups used here a neutrally stable behaviour through re-

laxation can only be achieved with same-sense bending. This means that [±45◦]2 and

[±45◦]3 tape springs become more or less neutrally stable after being rolled up in the

same-sense direction for hours or days.

(a) Opposite sense bending (b) Same sense bending

Figure 2.24: Two ways of bending/folding a tape spring. Opposite sense has a larger

restoring moment and thereby stores more elastic energy when folded.

2.9 Pressurized Deployment in Z-direction
As was explained in section 2.2, the forces needed to deploy the structure in the Z-

direction should be supplied with the help of gas pressurization. For simplicity, only

one gas source should be used. This source could supply gas to inflate the floor and
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2.9. PRESSURIZED DEPLOYMENT IN Z-DIRECTION

then continue to pressurize another volume which in turn deploys the house in the Z-

direction. Nevertheless, at this stage of the development, the choice was made to use

two separate gas sources for simplicity. The shape and size of the pressurized volume

largely affects what pressure is needed and how the forces are transferred to the rest

of the structure. A thin surface of a volume being pressurized will not be capable of

withstanding large loads perpendicular to the surface until it reaches a certain pressure.

The folding scheme might therefore be critical in order for the forces to act in the

correct direction and at the correct time of the dynamic deployment sequence. One

also has to take into account the stiffness of the structure at the regions where the

forces act. For example applying points loads or line loads to another thin surface (in

this case the Moon House outer visual surface) is not a good idea. Table 2.3 contains a

comparison between some considered approaches for this volume.

Table 2.3: Properties of different pressurized volumes and their properties.

Volume Pressure Acting points Example shape
Small High Line/Area Tube structure, Torus

Small High Points Star shape

Large Low Line/Area Cylinder/Sphere/Triangle

2.9.1 Triangle Volume
A large triangular volume was considered. The choice was partly motivated by simple

manufacturing with straight edges. Rip-stop nylon was chosen as material because

of its thickness and ability to be stitched. Using the thicker and stiffer polyester film

would add to much material, thus preventing the structure from being folded. Because

of the stitching a large number of small holes would prevent the structure from being

air-tight. This was neglected and compensated by using a compressor to supply air

with a high mass flow. The base of the triangle will act over an area almost as large as

the floor of the house. This should prevent the floor from deforming too much. The top

line of the triangle should interface with the corresponding part of the roof structure,

Figure 2.25. The whole volume is divided into two sections with bypass holes between.

The more sections used the more stable the inflated shape will be without bulging out.
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2.9. PRESSURIZED DEPLOYMENT IN Z-DIRECTION
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Figure 2.25: Pressurized bladder with triangle shape divided into two sections (dashed

line). When inflated this exerts forces on the roof lifting the structure until the tape

springs lock.
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Chapter 3

Results

The complete house frame without thin film can be seen in Figs 3.1 and 3.2 and some

data on dimensions and volume is available in Table 3.1. The reason for 1-to-6 scale in

the X-direction is due to manufacturing constraints. With a 1 meter mold it was only

possible to make four 50 cm pieces in one day.

Figure 3.1: House frame in various states of deployment.

3.1 Deployment Tests in X- and Y-directions
Two deployment tests were carried out for the dimensions X and Y. Screenshots can

be seen in Figure 3.3. Test 2 was carried out in the same manner as Test 1 but prior to

deployment the structure was kept in a stowed configuration indoors for 24 hours. This

was done in order to investigate if there was any noticeable effect caused by relaxation

in the tape springs. Both deployment tests took about 15 seconds each. The first fold in
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3.1. DEPLOYMENT TESTS IN X- AND Y-DIRECTIONS

Figure 3.2: House frame in various stowed configurations.

the Y-direction is opened up by pressurizing the double wall floor with a bicycle pump.

This part of the deployment cannot therefore not be compared between the two tests.

The roll-out in X-direction took 0.57 seconds in the first test and 0.77 seconds in the

second test. The time was determined through frame-by-frame inspection of recorded

50 fps video.
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3.2. DEPLOYMENT TEST IN Z-DIRECTION

Table 3.1: Structural data

Length X[m] Width Y [m] Height Z [m] Volume [m3]
Full scale 3 2 2.5 15

Model 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.115

Scale 1:6 1:5 1:5

Model stowed 0.15 0.2 0.1 0.003

Packing factors ≈ 1:3 1:2 1:5 1:38

Figure 3.3: Deployment in X- and Y-directions. First fold opens up through inflation.

The floor is then rolled out, by driven by elastically stored strain energy.

3.2 Deployment Test in Z-direction
Deployment in the Z-direction was tested using a large compressor for air supply. The

triangle shaped volume is pressurized and start lifting the top part, Figure 3.4. The

deployment is only partly successful as can be seen. Due to asymmetry, only one side

of the house rises and locks into position. This causes the centre of gravity to shift,

resulting in the house tilting over. The floor is not stiff enough and deforms. The

internal volume is pressurized to its maximum size but this is not sufficient to get the

other side to lock in.
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3.2. DEPLOYMENT TEST IN Z-DIRECTION

Figure 3.4: Deployment in Z-direction. Observe that the last image is not from the

actual test, but included to visualize what a successful deployment sequence would

look like.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and
Recommendations

An important improvement of the Moon House design that was achieved in the present

work is the deployment sequencing. This structural concept prevents deployment in all

directions simultaneously by combining stored elastic energy and pressurization.

Scaling and Environment
The structural components are most likely oversized in relation to the film thickness of

the prototype model. Scaling up and taking into account the lower gravity on the Moon

it should be possible to improve the length and volume packing ratios. More work is

also needed on the corner pieces to optimize the design and minimize their sizes.

3D Printed Parts
PLA 3D printer was chosen for its low cost and availability. For a final flight version

it is probably more likely that some space graded metal alloy will be used. The thin

cut-out slits were chosen for simple assembly and adjustment. The accuracy of these

slits is important to ensure a firm attachment. An alternative would be to use an adapter

design similar to the hinge adapters also for the springs that does not pivot. This may

aid in minimizing the volume of the corner pieces, since the width of the tape springs

to a large degree dictates the dimensions of these.

Film – Structure Interface
The rip-stop thin film was attached using adhesive Velcro strips. This was a simple

solution and allowed the film to be removed or adjusted if needed. Even though this

was never investigated it seemed as if the Velcro acted as spring-loaded support and

enabled the attachment points to have some flexibility. The rip-stop film has almost no

stretch in itself. Some points of the structure pushed against the film when folding. The

Velcro seemed to allow the walls and roof to stretch and then go back to being smooth

once the house was deployed. It should also be noted that the thin film contributes
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quite a lot to the stiffness of the structure. It was mainly noticed that torsion around

the Z axis and horizontal shear stiffness improved significantly once the thin film was

attached. For this reason the effects of the thin film should be included early in the

process of optimizing frame members.

Folding Scheme
The folding scheme performance should improve when scaling up the model as men-

tioned earlier. In order to allow more than one fold in the Y-direction something has to

be done to reduce the stiffness of the collapsed structure along the short side. One alter-

native would be to deploy the vertical wall members from a bottom corner spool. In this

way only the horizontal short side tape springs need to be folded along the Y-direction.

This solution would require a different, and probably larger, corner connector which

can store the tape spring in a coiled configuration until it is deployed.

Tape Springs
Composite tape springs have successfully been implemented. As shown these can be

tailored to perform differently depending on the position and related requirements.

Given that there are many types of fabrics and resins available it should be possible

to find a combination that is well suited for the Moon House project.

Relaxation Effects

More knowledge and testing is needed to understand the relaxation effects. The poten-

tially long storage time and ambient temperature at deployment may greatly affect the

deployment dynamics.

Replacing Springs with Alternatives

All tape springs that only have one localized fold could potentially be replaced with

some other composite member and with only a small piece of tape spring acting as the

hinge. Whether this would be structurally beneficial has to be investigated. It could

be advantageous from a cost and manufacturing perspective since only shorter tape

springs need to be manufactured.

Deployment in Z-direction
Deployment in the Z-direction looks promising but need more work. The triangu-

lar shape could work given that the floor of the house is stiff enough and that more

symmetry can be achieved (through better shape accuracy and folding scheme) when

inflating it. When trying to fold the house in the X and Y-directions it was noted that

the added material from the triangle makes it much more difficult to do so. In order for

the results of the X/Y deployment test to still be valid one would need to use a thinner

material for the internal bladder. Note that this problem might not exist when scaling

up the model with preserved thin film thickness. If this does not work a better shape

needs to be found for the internal volume and this might require an alternative manufac-

turing technique or material. A star-shaped volume with contact points at the vertices
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of the house has been proposed for future investigation [Daurskikh, 2010]. This would

add less material than the triangle. Some investigation was made into ordering a cus-

tom heat welded shape from commercial party/promotion balloon manufacturers but

nothing could be found within the given time frame and budget constraint.

Final Remarks
As a thesis project this offered many challenges and was a lot of fun. The high-level

requirements gave a lot of freedom to into planning and executing my work. The

practical aspect, including composite manufacturing, was very interesting but also time

consuming. The first month was spent doing background research on mainly inflatable

structures and tape springs. This was very informative but in hindsight perhaps the

design process and practical work could have started slightly earlier in parallel. I also

underestimated the time of manufacturing and delivery times for various parts. Overall

the project had a steady progress throughout and the results have been to a large extent

satisfactory. Gaining input and support was never a problem and the status update

meetings provided a lot of good feedback.
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Appendix A

Structural concept SSC
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House concept requirements

Low mass
(<2 kg)

General Stowed Deployed

Simple deployment

Deployment

Simple manufacturing

Testable prior to
launch (x times)

Longevity
(lifetime = y years)

Stowed without
permanent damage

Long-time storage in
stowed configuration

Reliable deployment
(i.e. fully deployed and

not upside-down)

Back-up deployment
system

(mass penalty?)

Survive Lunar surface
landing impact

Stable structure
(under g/6 loading)

Correct shape, colour
and surface finish for

photo and video

Pressurisable volume
Low dynamics to
prevent damage

(e.g. thin-film tearing)

Materials

CFRP
+ stiffness-to-mass ratio, CTE,
longevity
- ...

CP-1 and Kapton films
+ mass, longevity
- colouring(?)

Aluminium, magnesium, titanium
+ longevity, manufacturing
- ...

Nylon (spinnaker) film
+ mass (< 30 g/m  ), colouring, price
- longevity

2

Supporting structureStowing and deployment strategy

Self-orienting package
1. Rolled-up (air mattress analogy)
2. Single major fold (book analogy)
3. ...

Small stowed volume
(0.3 x 0.2 x 0.25 m  )3

Deployed dimensions:
3 x 2 x 2.5 m3

Self-orienting package cover
1. Off-centred centre of gravity (sphere)
2. Asymmetrically shaped cover (onion)
3. ...

Deployment initiation and control
1. Stored elastic energy in frame (fast
dynamics or incomplete deployment?)
2. Pressurisation of tubular frame (slow
dynamics and high pressure)
3. Pressurisation of complete volume
(slow dynamics and low pressure)
4. Motorised deployment (heavy,
complex, risky, expensive,...)
5. ...

Structural concept
1. Frame covered by thin-film walls and
roof (lightest option?)
2. Single-layer iso-grid structure covered
by thin-film walls and roof (easy to fold, but
high buckling risk)
3. ...

Frame structure
1. Pantograph frame (restricted folding and
large stowed volume)
2. Inflatable and rigidisable tubes (only
mechanical rigidisation with aluminium
laminate is available and limited in shape and
size)
3. Straight tubes and self-locking hinges
(limited restoring moment and complex
folding)
4. Iso-grid tubes (lightweight, but low
stiffness and strength due to bent members)
5. Helical grid tubes (lightweight, self-
locking, simple manufacturing, tailored
stiffness and strength and presumably small
stowed volume)
6. ...

Frame geometry
1. Traditional house frame (stiff, but difficult
to fold)
2. Folding-optimised frame (few stiff
members and several stressed cords)

Lunar surface
adaptability (vertical

orientation)

Structural concepts for the House on the Moon

Gunnar Tibert, 2008-05-13

Recommendations
Two parallel designs are worth investigating:

Design 1
Frame: Helical CFRP grid tube covered with thin film to enable
pressurisation.
Package: Rolled-up or book-folded (requires folding optimisation of
frame).
Deployment: Elastic energy only or pressurisation of tube or complete
volume.

Design 2
Frame: Non-foldable CFRP tubes with self-locking tape spring hinges
formed by cutting oblong holes in the tubes.
Package: Ideally self-oriented shape, but probably self-orienting
package cover (folding optimisation of frame is critical).
Deployment: Pressurisation of complete volume, since restoring
moment in tape-spring hinges probably are insufficient.

Figure A.1: Structural concept developed by [Tibert, 2008]. Requirements, methods

and recommendations.
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Appendix B

CAD Drawings

Below are drawings for 3D-printed connectors generated from Solid Edge modelling.
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